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Discontinuous morphology in time: Incremental
masked priming in Arabic
Sami Boudelaa and William D. Marslen-Wilson
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Semitic morphology is based on the combination of two abstract discontinuous morphemes, the word pattern and the root. The word pattern specifies
the phonological structure and morpho-syntactic properties of the surface
form, while the consonantal root conveys core semantic information. Both
units play a crucial role in processing Semitic languages such as Arabic and
Hebrew. Here we use incremental masked priming to probe the time-course
of word pattern and root activation in reading Arabic deverbal nouns and
verbs. The morphological (word pattern and root), orthographic, and
semantic relationship between prime and targets is varied over four stimulus
onset asynchronies (SOAs) (32, 48, 64, and 80 ms). Results show distinctive
patterns of activation for the two morphemic entities. Word pattern effects
are transient, and detectable only at SOAs 48 and 64 in deverbal nouns and
SOA 48 in verbs. Root effects are strong at all SOAs. This may reflect
differences in the timing with which word pattern and root information can
be extracted from the orthographic input, as well as differences in the roles of
these morphemes in building internal lexical representations. Both types of
morphemic effect contrast strongly with the effects of orthographic and
semantic primes, where reliable facilitation is only obtained at the longest
SOA (80 ms). The general pattern of results is consistent with the view that
morphological effects in Semitic languages represent distinct structural
characteristics of the language.
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INTRODUCTION
The identification of morphemes in a language is based on the existence of
consistent relationships, synchronically and diachronically, between
phonological form, semantic meaning, and grammatical function (Aronoff,
1976; Scalise, 1986). A central concern of experimental research into
morphology is whether morphemes play a role in the cognitive language
system that is separable from phonological, orthographic, and semantic cooccurrence, so that morphological structure is a qualitatively distinct
organising property of lexical representation and processing (Caramazza,
Laudanna, & Romani, 1988; Clahsen, 1999; Feldman, Frost, & Pnini, 1995;
Forster & Azuma, 2000; Marslen-Wilson, Tyler, Waksler, & Older 1994;
Rueckl, Mikolinski, Raveh, Miner, & Mars, 1997; Schreuder & Baayen,
1995; Seidenberg & Gonnerman, 2000).
There are two aspects to this question that are not always kept separate.
The first is the essentially methodological question of whether, given the
likely correlation in a stimulus set between form-based, semantic, and
morphological variables, any resulting effects can be safely attributed to
morphological factors. In the English prime-target pairs jumps/jumped and
darkness/dark, for example, experimental effects attributed to morphological relatedness can also reflect the other ways these stimuli are related.
The second is the more complex question, given that unambiguously
morphological effects might be observed, of what this means for the role of
morphology in lexical representation and processing. The implications are
straightforward for current localist models (Caramazza et al., 1988; Frost,
Forster, & Deutsch, 1997; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995), where morphological structure is already an explicit and stipulated property of the model.
Such a result would present more of a challenge, however, for
connectionist learning models where morphology has no explicit representation (Plaut & Gonnerman, 2000, Seidenberg & Gonnerman, 2000),
and has been viewed in the past as simply the interaction of form and
meaning-based constraints.
The goal of this paper is to exploit the special properties of Semitic
morphology, using the incremental masked priming task (Dominguez,
Cuetos, & Segui, 2002; Rastle, Davis, Marslen-Wilson, & Tyler, 2000) to
contribute to both these questions. Naturally, there is a great deal of
research using other techniques which addresses these issues, and which
overall provides substantial evidence for the separability of morphological
effects from semantic and form-based factors. However, the advantage of
incremental masked priming (and similar tasks) is that it allows us to track
the time-course with which different types of processing information
become available during visual word-recognition and lexical access,
thereby providing an important dynamic perspective on the operations
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of the language system. For example, the research on English reported by
Rastle et al. (2000) varied the morphological, semantic, and orthographic
relationship between primes and targets over three Stimulus Onset
Asynchronies (SOA), of 43, 72, and 230 ms. The observed pattern of
activation over the three SOAs was clearly distinct for the three types of
processing relationship, suggesting different time-courses for morphological, orthographic, and semantic effects, and therefore implying their
separability as potential contributors to priming effects between morphologically related items.
There are two main reasons why it is of interest to apply these
techniques to Semitic languages. The first is that arguably the strongest
evidence for morphology as an organising principle of internal representation and processing comes from Semitic languages like Hebrew and Arabic
(Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2000, 2001; Deutsch, Frost, & Forster, 1998;
Deutsch, Frost, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 2000; Frost et al., 1997; Frost,
Deutsch, Gilboa, Tannenbaum, & Marslen-Wilson, 2000), so that they
should provide a fertile ground for studies of the temporal fine-structure of
morphological processing. The second is that these languages separate out
morphological functions in a very different way to languages with
concatenative morphologies (such as English, French, and Finnish),
providing a valuable cross-linguistic contrast. In Arabic, the building of
surface word forms is standardly viewed as involving at least two bound
morphemic units, a root and a word pattern (Holes, 1995; Versteegh, 1997;
Wright, 1995). Roots and word patterns have a very different phonological
make-up and distinct morphological functions. Roots consist solely of
consonants and convey semantic meaning, while word patterns consist
primarily of vowels but can be comprised of consonants as well, and act as
a phonological structure that conveys syntactic information (Wright, 1995).
These two units are interleaved and surface in a discontinuous way. For
example, in the Modern Standard Arabic (hereafter MSA) verb form
[xatama] seal, the consonants of the root {xtm}, which conveys the
semantic load sealing, are discontinuous as a result of being interspersed
with the vowels of the word pattern {faøala},1 which carries the syntactic
meaning active, perfective.
Both roots and word patterns play a significant cognitive role in the
processing of Arabic and Hebrew (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2000,
2001; Deutsch et al., 1998; Frost et al., 1997). Importantly, facilitation
among word pairs sharing a root morpheme is neither modulated by nor is
dependent on the semantic relationships underlying the prime and target

1
The letters føl are traditionally used as place holders indicating where the first, second
and third letter of the root are to be inserted.
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(Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2000; 2001; Frost et al., 1997).2 The Arabic
target [kaatibun] writer is facilitated by the morphologically and
semantically related prime [kitaabun] book, where {ktb} has the same
semantics in both prime and target, but also by the morphologically related
but semantically unrelated prime [katiibatun] squadron, where the root
{ktb} does not have its dominant writing-related meaning. Furthermore,
word patterns, which are intrinsically non-semantic elements, show
significant priming in Hebrew verbs (Deutsch et al., 1998), and in Arabic
verbs and deverbal nouns (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2000).
In the context of such languages, the question of whether morphology,
semantics and phonology or orthography have differential time courses
can be refined further by asking whether morphology-based effects have
the same time course irrespective of the structural and functional
characteristics of the morpheme in question. Will root and word pattern
effects have the same time course and distribution during on-line
processing, or will they differ as a function of the information being
conveyed? Additionally, since the consonantal root conveys semantic
meaning, and the word pattern conveys phonological information and
syntactic meaning, it is possible that root effects over time will have
commonalities with semantic effects, whereas word pattern effects may be
analogous to form-based effects.
To approach these issues, we focus on Arabic deverbal nouns and verbs
and assess how the prior presentation of a masked prime word affects
lexical decision to a target as a function of (a) the relationship between
prime and target, and (b) prime display duration. As regards (a), we vary
morphological, orthographic, and semantic relationships between primes
and targets such that the respective contributions of each of these
properties can be examined. With respect to (b), we use four prime display
durations, of 32, 48, 64, and 80 ms, to assess the dynamics of priming across
these dimensions of similarity.
In an earlier masked priming investigations of Arabic morphology, we
found reliable word pattern and root priming effects at a 48 ms SOA. Since
both morphemic units seem to be active at this SOA, we included a shorter
SOA of 32 ms, to determine whether word patterns and roots have
different processing onsets. We included the two longer SOAs (64 and 80
ms) to monitor for the life span of the priming likely to be generated by
these units. It should be stressed that at SOA 32 ms and 48 ms, participants

2

This is true of masked priming in Arabic and Hebrew. However, cross-modal priming
offers a different picture with a slight increase in the magnitude of priming among transparent
pairs in Hebrew (Frost et al., 2000), but not in Arabic (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2000).
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are not aware of the presence of a prime at all, while at 64 and 80 ms, the
presence of a prime may be detectable, though never reliably enough to be
reported. This means that masked priming performance is relatively
insensitive to episodic and strategic confounds. Furthermore, previous
research using this paradigm has shown it to be well suited to the study of
morphological and orthographic effects at short SOAs (Forster & Azuma,
2000; Frost et al., 1997; Rastle et al., 2000), and to the investigation of
potential semantic effects at longer SOAs (Perea & Gotor, 1997; Sereno,
1991). Accordingly, apart from minimizing strategic behaviour, our choice
of a small range of incremental steps in prime durations should allow us to
track the dynamics of processing events as they unfold over time, and in a
more fine-grained manner than earlier studies using this technique with
larger SOAs (Feldman, 2000; Rastle et al., 2000).
If morphological structure in Arabic is playing a role that is genuinely
distinct from that played by orthography and semantics, as our work on
Arabic (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2001) and Frost and colleagues’
work on Hebrew suggest, then this should be reflected in differential
priming effects in the morphological, orthographic, and semantic conditions across the four SOAs. In particular, word pattern and root effects
should be able to emerge earlier than semantic effects, and should be
stronger than orthography-driven effects.

EXPERIMENT 1
Arabic deverbal nouns, so called because they derive from the same stock
of consonantal roots as verbs, draw on over a hundred different word
patterns (Bohas & Guillaume, 1984). More importantly this set of Arabic
nouns exhibits a relatively high degree of productivity and systematicity
with respect to the word patterns and roots they involve. A root morpheme
such as {ksr}, with the semantic field of ‘breaking’, is recruited many times
to construct such deverbal nouns as [kasrun] breaking, [kasiirun] broken,
[taksiirun] shattering, and [maksuurun] fractured. Similarly, a deverbal
noun word pattern like {faaøilun} meaning agent noun participates in the
building of numerous forms such as [haaribun] one who flees, [kaatimun]
one who hides, [faati…un] one who opens.
In our previous research, where we found masked priming evidence for
deverbal noun word patterns and roots as units subserving the process of
mapping orthographic input onto central representations, we co-varied the
morphological, orthographic, and semantic relationship between prime
and target (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2000). Here we follow to the
same procedure, focusing on six experimental conditions where the
relationship underlying prime and target is either morphological, orthographic, or semantic as illustrated in Table 1.
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TABLE 1
Experiment 1: Experimental conditions with example stimulus set

Condition

Test

Prime
Baseline

Target

1. [+WP]

[xaalidun]
eternal

[nuhuudøun]
getting up

[…aarisun]
guard

2. [+Orth1]

[tøaa?iratun]
plane

[futuurun]
lassitude

[xaalisøun]
pure

3. [+R +S]

[ri?aasa]
president

[øaaqIbatun]
end

[ra?iisun]
presidency

4. [+R –S]

[Døalaamun]
oppressor

[…ariiqun]
fire

[Døaalimun]
obscurity

5. [+Orth2]

[?ibriiqun]
jug

[ ta?miimun]
nationalization

[taammun]
complete

6. [–R +S]

[øamuudun]
post

[…ikaajatun]
story

[qisøsøatun]
novel

In Condition 1, with pairs like [xaalidun]-[…aarisun] eternal-guard, and
[…aziinun]-[kariimun] sad-generous, the prime and target are morphologically related in the sense of sharing a word pattern, which is {faaøilun} in
the first pair and {faøiilun} in the second. Pairs sharing a word pattern have
primarily a vocalic overlap, but may overlap in terms of consonants as well.
Note that Arabic noun word patterns, unlike their Hebrew counterparts,
do prime successfully provided that they occur in the context of productive
roots, and have the same morpho-syntactic meaning in both prime and
target (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2000, ). Priming among [xaalidun]/
[…aarisun]-like pairs will be compared with possible effects in Condition 2,
designed to provide an orthographic control – although it should be noted
that there is increasing evidence that purely orthographic effects are weak
to non-existent in masked priming with Semitic languages (Frost, Kugler,
Deutsch, & Forster, 2001). Here we use pairs like [Sahwatun]-[manDøarun]
desire-sight, and [sa…aabatun]-[tøalaaqun] cloud-divorce, where primes and
targets share an orthographic relationship that mimics as closely as
possible the kind of form overlap (chiefly in vowels) found between word
pairs sharing a word pattern. If the structural status of the vowels, as parts
of a specific word pattern, bears on the mapping of Arabic orthographic
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forms onto internal representations, a differential pattern of facilitation
should emerge across these two conditions. Note that because only long
vowels are written in Arabic script, the overlap here is partly implicit, and
has to be inferred from an orthographic input which does not spell out the
phonetic properties of the word pattern in full.
Conditions 3 and 4 probe the effects of the consonantal root. In
Condition 3, the prime and target pairs share a root and a transparent
semantic relationship as illustrated by pairs such as [ta…qiiqun][…aqiiqatun] investigation-truth, and [ri?aasatun]-[ra?iisun]- presidencypresident. In Condition 4, with pairs like [miøtøafun]-[øaatøifatun] coatsentiment, [Sartøun]-[Surtøatun] condition-police the prime and target share
a root, the same structural unit as in Condition 3, but their underlying
semantic relationship is opaque (as judged by a panel of native Arabic
speakers). One of the critical questions Conditions 3 and 4 are meant to
address is whether root morpheme priming will evolve in the same way
over time irrespective of the semantic transparency or opacity of the forms
involved. Another question relates to whether root and the word pattern
priming effects will have comparable profiles over time.
To provide a fuller context for interpreting possible root effects in
Conditions 3 and 4, we also included Conditions 5 and 6. Condition 5
consisted of word pairs that are orthographically but not morphologically
related, sharing two to three consonants that do not constitute a common
root, as in [sula…faatun]-[silaa…un] turtle-weapon, and [muftin]-[mufattiSun] Islamic scholar-inspector. If the priming effects hypothesised in
Conditions 3 and 4 are due to the orthographic overlap necessarily
obtaining for any two surface forms sharing a root unit, then the word pairs
in Condition 5 should show facilitation effects comparable with those in
Conditions 3 and 4. Note that because Arabic script codes all consonants,
the form overlap between words sharing a root is fully specified in the
orthography. Finally, Condition 6 consists of word pairs like [øarabatun][sa aaratun] vehicle-car, and [qitaalun]-[…arbun] fight-war, which are
strongly semantically related but do not share either roots or word
patterns. Such pairs fail to yield any facilitation in masked priming at short
SOAs, but can prime at longer SOAs (Rastle et al., 2000). It will be of
interest to determine the point at which meaning-based effects start to
show, and how this relates to the time-course of word pattern and root
effects.

Method
Participants. A group of 139 volunteers aged 16 to 20 took part in the
experiment. They were pupils at the high school of Tataouine in South
Tunisia, and used MSA on regular basis.
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Material. Each of the six conditions described above was made up of 24
prime-target pairs. The target words were chosen to be orthographically
unambiguous, as far as possible by including long vowels, which are written
in the orthography. In a few cases, where targets were still orthographically
ambiguous, we chose targets where the intended alternative was far more
frequent than its homograph. In Condition 1, which we will refer to as
[þWP], the prime and target share a word pattern (e.g., [xaalidun][…aarisun] eternal-guard). These pairs had an average of 1.2 letters in
common, computing orthographic units present in the written form of
prime and target. To control for the overlap between prime and target
pairs, Condition 2, [þOrth1], consisted of primes and targets that had an
average of 0.9 letters in common, as illustrated by pairs like [sa…aabatun][tøalaaqun] cloud-divorce, but which had no morphological or semantic
relationship.3
In Condition 3, labelled [þR þS], the prime and target pairs share a root
morpheme and the root has the same semantically transparent interpretation in both (e.g., [ri?aasatun]-[ra?iisun] presidency-president). This
contrasts with Condition 4, labelled [þR S], where the prime and target
share a root (as in [Døaalimun]-[Døalaamun] oppressor-obscurity) but the
root does not have the same semantic interpretation in the target as in the
prime, where the relationship between the meaning of the root and the
meaning of the full form is opaque. Primes and targets shared 3.4 letters in
both the [þR þS] condition and the [þR S] condition.
Condition 5, labelled [þOrth 2], is the orthographic control for the two
conditions sharing a root (e.g., [sula…faatun]-[silaa…un] turtle-weapon).
Here the prime and target shared 2.5 letters on average.4 The difference
between [þOrth1] and [þOrth2] is that the orthographic overlap relates to
the shared vowels across prime and target in the former, but to the shared
consonants in the latter. Because of the nature of Arabic script, the actual
orthographic overlap is greater for the consonantal case, underlining the
need for different orthographic/form controls for the word patterns and for
the roots. Finally Condition 6, [R þS], consists of semantically but not
morphologically related pairs, which share 0.6 letters on average (e.g.,
[øarabatun]-[sa aaratun] vehicle-car).
3

Conditions 1 and 2 were also matched in terms of their underlying phonological overlap
(i.e., counting the short vowels not specified in the orthography), which averaged 2.3 and 2.1
phonemes in common, respectively. However, we assume that the critical factor here is
orthographic overlap, since this is the overt form dimension directly shared by prime and
target.
4
As is generally the case in research with Semitic scripts, it is not possible to fully match
orthographically without introducing morphological confounds. It is hard to find pairs of
words that share three consonants that do not share a root as well, especially given the other
constraints on the stimuli.
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The transparency of the semantic relationship between primes and
targets in each condition was determined in a pretest using a large set of
potential stimuli where 15 participants were asked to judge the relatedness
of the pairs on a 9-point scale, ranging from very unrelated (1) to very
related (9). The mean ratings for the [þR þS] and [R þS] conditions
were equivalent at 7.11 and 7.14 respectively. The ratings for the [þR S]
condition were much lower, at 3.80, though not as low as in the conditions
where there was no shared root – for [þWP], [þOrth1], and [þOrth2] the
ratings were 1.78, 1.50, and 1.63, respectively. The reason for the
intermediate rating in the [þR S] condition is that Arabic raters treat
words sharing a root as having some basic degree of relationship, even if
there is no actual semantic overlap.
Each of the 144 test primes was matched as closely as possible in terms
of familiarity and of length in letters and syllables to a baseline prime (see
Appendix 1 for full list of materials). The mean length of the test primes
was 4.43 letters and 3.36 syllables, while the baseline primes were on
average 4.29 letters and 3.20 syllables in length. The targets were 4.15
letters and 3.17 syllables long on average. Familiarity was based on a pretest in which native speakers of MSA were asked to rate a list of words on
a five-point scale with 1 being very unfamiliar and 5 very familiar. The
target words, the related primes, and the baseline primes were rated 3.88,
4.04, and 4.43 respectively on this scale. The baseline items were neither
morphologically, semantically, or orthographically related to the target.
A similar number of word-pseudoword pairs were constructed so as to
echo the form overlap between the test pairs. Some of the wordpseudoword pairs used overlapped in vowels only (e.g., [madiinatun]*[?akiibun] city),5 others in consonants only (e.g., [markabun]-*[muruukun] boat), and others in neither (e.g., [duxuulun]-*[ma…Safun] entering).
Two experimental versions were constructed each containing 288 pairs of
which 144 were word-word pairs and 144 word-pseudo word pairs, plus 40
practice trials consisting of 20 word-word responses and 20 word-pseudoword responses.
Design and procedure. The two versions were constructed such that all
the targets appeared only once in each version, half preceded by a related
prime and half by an unrelated prime. Each trial consisted of three visual
events. The first was a forward pattern mask, in the form of a sequence of
28 vertical lines in a 30-point traditional Arabic font size, displayed for 500
ms. The choice of vertical lines as a mask instead of the more commonly
used hash marks was made following a pretest session where we compared

5

Asterisks indicate a pseudoword throughout.
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the two masks and found the former to be more effective. The second
event was a prime word written without diacritics in the same font but in
24-point font size. Four SOAs corresponding to a prime display duration of
32, 48, 64, and 80 ms were used. The third event was a target word or nonword written without diacritics in a 34 point font size. The target was
displayed until participants responded or 2000 ms had elapsed. The larger
font size of the target was used because MSA does not have the lower-case
upper-case distinction.
Timing, stimulus display, and data collection were controlled by three
laptop PCs running the DMDX package so that up to three participants
could be tested simultaneously (Forster & Forster, 2003). Thirty-two
participants were assigned to the first SOA, 40 to the second, 36 to the
third, and 30 to the fourth SOA. Participants were asked to make as
accurate and quick a lexical decision as possible about the target by
pressing a YES or a NO key. The experiment started with the practice
trials followed by the experimental items. There were two breaks in the
test session; one after the practice session and the other halfway through
the main test sequence. The experiment lasted about 15 minutes.

Results
Table 2 lists mean RTs and per cent error rate as a function of
experimental condition and SOA. The data were pruned in two ways.
First, by removing participants with error rates exceeding 30%. Second,

TABLE 2
Experiment 1: Mean RT (ms) and per cent error (in parentheses)
Stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA)
32 ms

48 ms

64 ms

80 ms

Condition

Test

Control

Test

Control

Test

Control

Test

Control

1. [+WP]

621
(6.25)
610
(5.47)
605
(5.99)
604
(4.95)
638
(7.29)
633
(5.99)

624
(5.99)
632
(5.21)
626
(6.77)
627
(4.69)
647
(7.03)
636
(5.99)

603
(6.04)
636
(2.92)
600
(5.63)
617
(4.79)
661
(6.88)
639
(4.59)

630
(5.73)
634
(4.17)
625
(7.81)
648
(6.77)
671
(7.03)
651
(7.55)

586
(8.59)
623
(4.95)
595
(5.47)
599
(6.77)
645
(7.81)
628
(7.03)

621
(5.73)
627
(5.73)
618
(5.99)
630
(5.99)
654
(7.55)
629
(7.03)

583
(3.06)
599
(3.89)
568
(3.89)
571
(5.56)
586
(5.83)
578
(7.22)

594
(3.06)
591
(5.28)
591
(3.61)
599
4.17)
627
(6.67)
610
(5.28)

2. [+Orth1]
3. [+R +S]
4. [+R –S]
5. [+Orth2]
6. [–R +S]
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by removing data points lying 2 standard deviations above or below the
participant’s mean. Together the two procedures eliminated one participant from version 1 of SOA 64, and 0.8% of the total data, which were not
replaced. The results can best be appreciated by inspecting Figure 1, where
the mean priming effects are plotted by condition and SOA.
The data were submitted to mixed-design analyses of variance
(ANOVA) with four factors, Condition (six levels, þWP, þOrth1, þR
þS, þR S, þOrth2, R þS), Prime Type (two levels, test, control), SOA
(four levels 32, 48, 64, and 80 ms), and List (two levels), which was
included to extract any variance due to counterbalancing. In the
participants’ analysis (F1), Condition and Prime Type were treated as
repeated factors and SOA and List as unrepeated. In the items’ analysis
(F2), Prime Type and SOA were treated as repeated factors and Condition
and List as unrepeated. The main effect of Condition was significant by
participants and items, F1(5, 130) ¼ 36.94, p < .001; F2(5, 143) ¼ 10.42, p <
.001, and so were the main effects of Prime Type, F1(1, 130) ¼ 58.93, p <
.001; F2(1, 143) ¼ 24.00, p < .001, and SOA, F1(3, 130) ¼ 23.50, p < .001;
F2(3, 143) ¼ 26.93, p < .001. The interaction between Condition and Prime
Type was significant in the participants’ analysis, F1(5, 130) ¼ 4.61, p < .05,
but not in the items’ analysis (F2 < 1). The two-way interactions between
Condition and SOA and between Prime and SOA were not significant

Figure 1. Priming in deverbal nouns as a function of prime-target relationship and stimulus
onset asynchrony (SOA).
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(F1 < 1, F2 < 1). By contrast the three-way interaction between Condition,
Prime Type and SOA was significant both by participants and items. F1(2,
130) ¼ 2.42, p < .05; F2(2, 143) ¼ 4.21, p < .05, suggesting that the amount
of priming in the six conditions was not constant across the four SOAs.
This three-way interaction was unpacked in a series of Bonferronicorrected planned comparisons (Keppel, 1982).
The significant overall priming effect in the [þWP] condition, F1(1, 130)
¼ 20.17, p < .001; F2(1, 23) ¼ 11.92, p < .001, was exclusively driven by the
strong word pattern facilitation at SOA 48, F1(1, 39) ¼ 10.15, p < .003;
F2(1, 23) ¼ 4.58, p < .044, and SOA 64, F1(1, 35) ¼ 19.46, p < .001; F2(1, 23)
¼ 11.67, p < .002, with no effects at earlier or later SOAs. Priming in the
[þOrth1] condition was not significant overall (F1 < 1), F2 < 1. The 22 ms
facilitation at SOA 32 was marginally significant, F1(1, 31) ¼ 7.10, p < .012;
F2(1, 23) ¼ 4.084, p < .056, but there was no significant [þOrth1] priming at
any of the remaining SOAs.
The overall difference in magnitude of priming between the [þWP]
condition and its orthographic control [þOrth1] proved to be significant,
F1(1, 130) ¼ 6.56, p < .05; F2(1, 47) ¼ 4.04, p < .046. Looking at each SOA
separately, the difference between [þWP] and [þOrth1] approached
significance at SOA 48, F1(1, 39) ¼ 6.15, p < .018; F2(1, 47) ¼ 1.31, p < .25,
and SOA 64, F1(1, 35) ¼ 7.26, p < .011; F2(1, 47) ¼ 3.58, p < .065, but there
were no differences at SOA 32 or SOA 80.
Turning to the root conditions, priming was highly significant overall in
the [þR þS] condition, F1(1, 130) ¼ 31.20, p < .001; F2(1, 23) ¼ 62.86, p <
.001, averaging 23 ms, and also proved significant at each individual SOA.
Similarly the [þR S] condition yielded overall significant priming,
averaging 28 ms, F1(1, 130) ¼ 45.44, p < .001; F2(1, 23) ¼ 34.64, p < .001,
with significant effects at each SOA. Overall priming in the [þOrth2]
condition was not significant (F1 < 1; F2 < 1), with an average priming
effect of 9 msec over SOAs 32 to 64, but with an unexpected facilitatory
effect at SOA 80, F1(1, 130) ¼ 11.41, p < .002; F2(1, 23) ¼ 11.44, p < .003.
The [R þS] semantic condition showed a similar pattern, with no
significant overall priming, an average effect of 5 ms over the first three
SOAs, and significant priming emerging at SOA 80, F1(1, 29) ¼ 15.48, p <
.001; F2(1, 23) ¼ 6.07, p < .022.
There was no difference in the amount of priming between the two root
conditions, [þR þS] and [þR S], with F1 < 1, F2 < 1. Despite the
consistent differences between these two conditions and the two control
conditions [þOrth2] and [R þS] across the first three SOAs, we did not
obtain robust statistical confirmation of this. Both in overall comparisons
collapsing across SOAs, and in individual comparisons at each SOA, we
found reliable differences by participants but not by items (under
Bonferroni correction).
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Given the absence of a clear-cut morphological effect for the root
conditions, we conducted additional correlational analyses to check for the
possibility of primarily orthographically driven effects in the two [þR]
conditions and in the [þOrth2] condition. No correlation between size of
priming effect and amount of orthographic overlap was found at any SOA,
either for the three conditions individually, or for the three conditions
taken together. In a further check, re-running our main analyses of
variance with orthographic overlap as a co-variate, we found no
modulation of the amount of morphological priming.
We also looked for parallel effects in the semantic domain, checking for
possible correlations with semantic relatedness in the two [þR] conditions
and in the [R þS] condition, and again found only weak and inconsistent
results. The only significant correlation, in 16 comparisons, was for the
combined analysis of all three conditions, at SOA 48 (r ¼ .235, p ¼ .047),
but with no reliable effects at other SOAs . There is little in these two sets
of further analyses to support the view that either orthographic or semantic
factors are important independent contributors to the priming effects
observed here for the prime-target pairs sharing a root.
The error data were analysed in the same way as the RT data. The main
effect of Condition was marginally significant by participants, F1(5, 130) ¼
2.14, p < .059, but not by items, F2(5, 132) < 1. The main effect of SOA was
unreliable by participants, F1(3, 130) ¼ 1.12, p < .34, but reliable by items,
F2(3, 132) ¼ 12.41, p < .001. None of the remaining effects or interactions
reached significance.

Discussion
Experiment 1 asked two questions: whether morphology-based effects are
dissociable from form-based and meaning-based effects over time, and
whether morphemic units have distinct time signatures as a function of the
kind of information they convey.
As regards the first query, the pattern of effects in the three
morphological conditions, [þWP], [þR þS], and [þR S] differs from
their matched orthographic and semantic controls, [þOrth1], [þOrth2],
and [R þS]. This contrast is strongest for Conditions 1 and 2, where
targets primed by a shared word pattern are significantly facilitated at
SOAs 48 and 64 ms, while the matched orthographic control [þOrth1]
generates only an early and transient priming effect at SOA 32. This is
consistent with previous findings of effective priming by Arabic noun word
patterns when these occur in the context of productive roots, and share the
same morpho-syntactic interpretation across prime and target (Boudelaa
& Marslen-Wilson, 2000). The two root conditions, [þR þS] and [þR S],
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yield consistently robust priming across all four SOAs, contrasting not only
with their matched form-based control condition, [þOrth2], which is
facilitatory only at SOA 80 ms, but also with the meaning-based matched
control condition, [R þS], whose facilitatory effects are also limited to
SOA 80. These contrasts with the root control conditions, however, were
not fully statistically robust.
The second outcome of Experiment 1 relates to the differential time
course underlying the processing of functionally distinct morphemic
entities. Root morphemes, the semantic components of Arabic surface
forms, generate priming very early in processing, at SOA 32, and this effect
persists over the remaining three SOAs, possibly suggesting a dominant
role for this morphemic entity in Arabic visual word recognition. By
contrast, word patterns, the means of expressing morpho-syntactic and
phonological information about Arabic surface form, seem to affect
processing slightly later, and for a noticeably shorter interval of time, with
priming being limited to SOAs 48 and 64. Thus, visual word processing in
Arabic seems to involve, along with the broad distinction between
orthographic, semantic, and morphemic entities, a more fine-grained
distinction within the morphological domain, distinguishing word patterns
from roots.
A further point relates to the early priming seen in the [þOrth1] vowel
overlap condition and the late priming in the [þOrth2] consonant overlap
condition. On the basis of our own research (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson,
2000, 2001), and research on Hebrew (Frost et al, 2001), where no masked
orthographic priming was found at comparably short SOAs (48 ms in
Arabic, and 50 ms in Hebrew), the [þOrth1] priming at SOA 32 was not
expected. The late priming in the [þOrth2] condition was also not
predicted. Since this latter effect (in contrast to the [þOrth1] effect) is
replicated in Experiment 2, we will return to it in the later discussion.
In sum, morphological effects seem to dominate over form-driven and
meaning-driven effects, and both word pattern and root morphemes are
actively used early in processing, but with a temporal precedence for root
effects. However, word pattern effects are distinctly transient, yielding
facilitation only over two SOAs, while the effects of the root are more
durable (Deutsch et al., 2000). This qualitative difference in the effects of
word patterns and roots may reflect differences in the processing role of
the information conveyed by these two units.
In Experiment 2, we seek to replicate and extend these findings, by
asking whether similar patterns emerge from the other major subdivision
of Arabic morphology, the Arabic verb.
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EXPERIMENT 2
Verb forms are distinguished from deverbal nouns purely by virtue of the
word pattern morpheme being used; the underlying root is the same across
both syntactic categories. There are only 10 verb word patterns currently in
common use. Ordered from 1 to 10 in keeping with the Western tradition,
these are: {faøala}, {faøøala}, {faaøala}, {?aføala}, {tafaøøala}, {tafaaøala},
{?infaøala}, {?iftaøala}, {?iføalla}, and {?istaføala}. Each of these word
patterns has two to three morpho-syntactic interpretations associated with
it, such as causative, intensive, reciprocal and so on.6 To address the issue
of when morphology-driven effects come into play as opposed to semantic
and orthographic effects, we evaluated priming in six conditions built along
exactly the same lines as in the previous experiment.
The first condition is again labelled [þWP] and consists of pairs of verbs
sharing a word pattern, such as [laxxasøa]-[fakkara] sum up-think, which
share the word pattern [faøøala], or [laa…aDøa]-[saafara] notice-travel which
share the pattern [faaøala]. In the [þOrth1] condition, where pairs like
[qamarun]-[nasaZa] moon-weave, [qalamun]-taraka] pen-leave are used,
the prime and target share an orthographic overlap that closely mimics
that underlying the pairs in condition 1. In the [þR þS] condition the
prime and target share a root and a transparent semantic relationship as in
[?anzala]-[nazala] cause to go down-go down, or [?istafaada]-[?afaada]
benefit-cause to benefit, while in [þR S] they share a root but an opaque
semantic relationship as in [xallafa]-[?ixtalafa] leave behind-disagree, or
[naafaqa]-[?anfaqa] dissimulate-spend. In [þOrth2], the orthographic
control for the [þR þS] and the [þR S] conditions, the prime and
target pairs are orthographically related. They share two to three
consonants as illustrated by pairs such as [muZaadalatun]-[Zaada]
discussion-give generously or [øafanun]-[øafaa] decomposition-forgive.
Finally, the [R þS] condition is one in which the prime and target share
only a semantic relationship as in [?alqaa]-[ramaa] throw-fling or
[?ixtafaa]-[ aaba] disappear-vanish.
6
A word pattern has a causative morpho-syntactic interpretation or meaning when the
surface form where it appears is glossable as cause someone to do X, where X is the core
semantic meaning associated with the root. For example, in the form [?askata], where the root
is {skt} keeping quiet and the word pattern is {?aføal}, the latter is considered to have a
causative meaning in the sense that [?askata] is glossable as cause someone to keep quiet.
Analogously, a word pattern is intensive when the surface form of which it is part has to be
glossed as do X with intensity, and a reciprocal word pattern is one which entails a gloss like X
is done mutually by two agents (Holes, 1995; Wright, 1995).
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TABLE 3
Experiment 2: Experimental conditions with example stimulus set
Prime

Condition

Test

Control

Target

1. [+WP]

[laxxasøa]
sum up

[mus…atun]
tinge

[fakkara]
think

2. [+Orth1]

[laZnatun]
committee

[xudøuuøun]
submission

[?ankara]
deny

3. [+R +S]

[?i…traqa]
burn

[tasødiiqun]
believing

[?a…raqa]
set ablaze

4. [+R –S]

[naDøDøara]
theorize

[maZhuulun]
unknown

[(intaDøtara]
wait for

5. [+Orth2]

[buløuumun]
pharynx

[maZdun]
glory

[ballala]
moisten

6. [–R +S]

[?ajqana]
ascertain

[tu…fatun]
masterpiece

[ta?akkada]
be confirmed

Method
Participants. Another group of 108 participants from the same age
group and linguistic background as those in Experiment 1 took part in this
experiment.
Material and design. The design was analogous to that used in
Experiment 1. The material consisted of prime and target verb forms
which made up six experimental conditions with 24 pairs each as depicted
in Table 3.
In Condition 1, [+WP], the prime and target share a word pattern (e.g.,
[?a…raza]-[?abla a] acquire-cause to reach), with orthographic overlap
averaging 1.5 letters.7 Condition 2, [þOrth 1], was again an orthographic

7
Average underlying phonological overlap was 2.5 phonemes for Condition 1 and 2.0
phonemes for Condition 2.
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control for condition 1 (e.g., [laZnatun]-[?ankara] committee-deny, averaging 0.9 letters overlap.8
In condition 3, [þR þS], prime and target share a root morpheme and a
transparent semantic relationship (e.g., [?i…taraqa]-[?a…raqa] burn-set
ablaze), while in condition 4, [þR S], they share a root but have an
opaque semantic relationship (e.g., [naDøDøara]-[?intaDøara] theorise-wait
for). The number of shared letters across primes and targets were 3.1 and
3.3 in the [þR þS] and [þR S] conditions respectively. Condition 5,
labelled [þOrth 2], is the orthographic control for conditions 3 and 4 (e.g.,
[balaøa]-[ballala]). Here the prime and target pairs share 2.1 letters on
average. Condition 6, [R þS], tests for purely semantic effects (e.g.,
[?ayqana]-[ta?akkada] ascertain-be confirmed), and the number of letters
shared by the prime and target pairs was only 0.4.
The strength of the semantic relationship between primes in targets was
again assessed in a pre-test similar to that conducted in Experiment 1. The
mean ratings for the [þR þS] and [R þS] conditions were again
equivalent, at 7.21 and 7.33 respectively, with the [þR S] condition
coming in at 3.10. Ratings were uniformly low for [þWP], [þOrth1], and
[þOrth2], at 1.62, 1.59, and 1.77, respectively.
As in Experiment 1, each of the related primes was matched as closely as
possible on number of letters, number of syllables and familiarity to a
baseline prime that shared no relationship with the target (see Appendix 2
for the full stimulus set). The target probes were on average 3.73 letters
and 3.08 syllables long, and were chosen to be orthographically
unambiguous. The test primes were 4.18 letters and 3.36 syllables long
while the baseline primes averaged 3.97 and 3.36 in letter and syllable
length respectively. With regard to familiarity, which was determined in a
similar pre-test as in Experiment 1, the target words received an average
rating of 3.88 on the five-point scale. The test prime and the baseline prime
received a rating of 3.97 and 4.46 respectively. A similar number of
pseudoword-word pairs was constructed in such a way as to echo the form
overlap between the word-word pairs.
Procedure.

The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1.

Results
Mean decision latencies and percentage of errors are given in Table 4.
About 0.5% of the data were removed as a result of setting cutoffs at 2
8
Because of the much more restricted range of word patterns in the verbal morphology
(10 instead of hundreds), and because of the constraints imposed by the need to use long
vowels where possible, it was not possible to fully match Condition 1 in number of overlapping
letters without introducing potential morphological confounds.
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TABLE 4
Experiment 2: Mean RTs (ms) and per cent error (in parentheses)
Stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA)
32 ms

48 ms

64 ms

80 ms

Condition

Test

Control

Test

Control

Test

Control

Test

Control

1. [+WP]

635
(5.83)
670
(7.22)
588
(5.56)
610
(6.94)
666
(6.67)
631
(6.67)

628
(5.56)
672
(6.94)
622
(5.00)
638
(5.83)
645
(6.83)
618
(5.28)

584
(6.52)
654
(6.88)
584
(7.25)
586
6.88)
631
(8.33)
631
(8.70)

616
(4.35)
654
(6.52)
623
(6.16)
616
(5.43)
620
(6.16)
617
(5.43)

626
(6.25)
644
(6.94)
577
(3.82)
595
8.33)
642
(6.60)
614
(6.94)

621
(4.86)
657
(7.29)
623
(5.56)
634
(6.35)
636
(6.25)
616
(5.21)

595
(6.12)
615
(7.26)
544
(3.23)
564
(5.65)
577
(7.27)
564
(8.06)

580
(5.91)
605
(6.18)
586
(6.99)
592
(5.91)
606
(4.84)
586
(5.65)

2. [+Orth1]
3. [+R +S]
4. [+R –S]
5. [+Orth2]
6. [–R +S]

standard deviations above or below the participant’s own mean. These
were not replaced. The mean priming effects are plotted by condition and
SOA in Figure 2.
Latency and error data were submitted to separate mixed design
ANOVAs with four factors: Condition, Prime Type, SOA, and List. In the
by-participants analysis, Condition and Prime Type were treated as
repeated factors, with SOA and List as unrepeated factors. In the by-items
analysis, Prime Type and SOA were repeated factors, and Condition and
List unrepeated. The results revealed the main effects of Condition, F1(5,
107) ¼ 45.23, p < .001; F2(5, 143) ¼ 13.99, p < .001, Prime Type, F1(1, 107)
¼ 14.00, p < .001; F2(1, 143) ¼ 10.46, p < .002, and SOA, F1(3, 107) ¼ 3.49,
p < .019; F2(3, 143) ¼ 16.08, p < .001. Condition interacted significantly
with Prime Type, F1(5, 107) ¼ 14.39, p < .001; F2(5, 143) ¼ 4.05, p < .05,
and with SOA, F1(5, 107) ¼ 4.97, p < .05; F2(5, 143) ¼ 3.51, p < .05. There
was no Prime Type by SOA interaction (F1 < 1, F2 < 1). The three-way
interaction between Condition, Prime Type, and SOA was significant,
F1(15, 107) ¼ 2.37, p < .05; F21(15, 143) ¼ 2.56; p < .05, and we took the
same planned comparison approach as in the previous experiment to
unpack it.
Overall, priming in the [þWP] condition was not significant (F1 < 1, F2 <
1). However, the 32 ms facilitation for word pairs sharing a word pattern at
SOA 48 was significant by participants and items, F1(1, 22) ¼ 4.49, p < .045;
F2(1, 23) ¼ 13.51; p < .001. No significant [þWP] effects were observed at
any other SOAs. Priming in [þOrth1] failed to reach significance overall,
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Figure 2. Priming in verbs as a function of prime-target-relationship and stimulus onset
asynchrony (SOA).

or at each SOA individually. In particular, there was no sign of the early
priming observed at SOA 32 in Experiment 1. The overall difference
between the [þWP] and the [þOrth1] condition was not significant (F1 < 1,
F2 < 1), but the two conditions did differ at SOA 48, F1(1, 29) ¼ 3.64, p <
.050; F2(1, 23) ¼ 4.67; p < .036.
Turning to the two root conditions, priming in the [þR þS] condition
was highly significant, F1(1, 107) ¼ 69.83, p < .001; F2(1, 23) ¼ 62.86; p <
.001, and did not vary across SOA. Averaging 40 ms, the effects are
generally stronger than in Experiment 1. A similar pattern held for the
[þR S] condition, F1(1, 107) ¼ 28.32, p < .001; F2(1, 23) ¼ 34.64; p < .001,
with priming overall averaging 31 ms. Conversely, overall priming in the
[þOrth2] and the [R þS] conditions failed to reach significance (F1 < 1,
F2 < 1). However, at SOA 80 both [þOrth2], with, F1(1, 107) ¼ 28.32, p <
.001; F2(1, 23) ¼ 4.77; p < .040, and [R þS], with F1(1, 30) ¼ 4.98, p <
.033; F2(1, 23) ¼ 6.30; p < .020, again showed significant facilitation.
No difference in magnitude of priming was found between the two root
conditions, [þR þS] and [þR S]. In contrast to Experiment 1, there were
robust differences with the two root control conditions, both overall and
individually, over the first three SOAs. The overall priming for [þR þS]
differed significantly from the [Orth2] condition, F1(1, 107) ¼ 29.93, p <
.001; F2(1, 23) ¼ 23.15; p < .001. More specifically, these two conditions
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differed at SOA 32, F1(1, 29) ¼ 21.72, p < .001; F2(1, 23) ¼ 11.05; p < .002,
SOA 48, F1(1, 22) ¼ 5.75, p < .025; F2(1, 23) ¼ 6.84; p < .012, and SOA 64,
F1(1, 23) ¼ 9.13, p < .006; F2(1, 23) ¼ 7.46; p < .009, but not at SOA 80 (F1
< 1, F2 < 1). A similar pattern held for the comparison between [þR S]
and [R þS], with a significant overall difference, F1(1, 107) ¼ 28.43, p <
.001; F2(1, 23) ¼ 25.66; p < .001, accompanied by significant effects at SOA
32, F1(1, 29) ¼ 16.83, p < .001; F2(1, 23) ¼ 10.95; p < .002, SOA 48, F1(1, 22)
¼ 7.93, p < .010; F2(1, 23) ¼ 8.14; p < .006, and SOA 64, F1(1, 23) ¼ 3.69,
p < .050; F2(1, 23) ¼ 5.69; p < .021, but not SOA 80.
Comparing [þR S] and [þOrth2], an overall difference is also found,
F1(1, 107) ¼ 16.38, p < .001; F2(1, 23) ¼ 14.37; p ¼ .001, accompanied by
significant differences at the three shortest SOAs (SOA 32, F1(1, 29) ¼
17.82, p < .001; F2(1, 23) ¼ 6.37; p < .015, SOA 48, F1(1, 22) ¼ 5.02, p <
.035; F2(1, 23) ¼ 5.76; p < .020, and SOA 64, F1(1, 23) ¼ 6.77, p < .016; F2(1,
23) ¼ 5.50; p < .023). Similarly for the overall comparison of [þR S] and
[R þS], with F1(1, 107) ¼ 21.48, p < .001; F2(1, 23) ¼ 15.33; p ¼ .001, and
differences again observed at SOA 32, F1(1, 29) ¼ 11.05, p < .002; F2(1, 23)
¼ 5.53, p < .023, SOA 48, F1(1, 22) ¼ 7.02, p < .015; F2(1, 23) ¼ 7.02; p <
.011, and SOA 64, F1(1, 23) ¼ 7.29, p < .013; F2(1, 23) ¼ 4.83; p < .033.
As in Experiment 1, we also ran correlational analyses to check for
possible orthographic overlap effects, focusing on the two root conditions
and [þOrth2]. No significant effects were found either for each condition
separately or as a group, with the one exception of a correlation of .416 (p
¼ .043) for [þOrth2] at SOA 32. Parallel analyses were also run on the
same two [þR] conditions and the semantic condition [R þS] to assess
the effects of semantic relatedness. No significant effects were found at any
SOA.
The error data were submitted to the same mixed design ANOVA, with
SOA emerging as the only significant main effect, F1(3, 107) ¼ 5.19, p <
.002; F2(5, 143) ¼ 6.87, p < .05. Weaker effects were seen for Condition,
F1(5, 107) ¼ 3.52, p < .004; F2(5, 143) ¼ < 1, and for Prime Type, F1(1, 107)
¼ 5.13, p < .025; F2(1, 143) ¼ 3.21 p < .075. No other significant effects or
interactions were found.

Discussion
The results of this experiment, tapping into the second major domain of
Arabic word-formation, confirm the major features of Experiment 1, with
a completely new set of materials. We again see a distinct time course for
morphology-based effects in contrast to form-based and meaning-based
effects, with essentially the same pattern of contrasts between the [þWP]
and [þOrth1] conditions on the one hand, and the two root conditions,
[þR þS], [þR S], and their matched orthographic [þOrth2] and
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semantic [R þS] controls on the other. In this second experiment,
however, these root effects are now statistically very reliable.
We also replicate the marked differences in the patterns of activation
over time for the two different types of morpheme involved. Root priming
onsets very early, at SOA 32, at essentially full strength, and carries on
through at equivalent levels until SOA 80. Word pattern priming again
operates within a narrow temporal window, here restricted to SOA 48.
Interestingly, this is similar to the 42 ms SOA at which verb word pattern
priming was observed in Hebrew in a single SOA masked priming
experiment (Deutsch et al., 1998). No word pattern effects are observed at
SOAs earlier or later than 48 ms. This is all the more striking given that the
effects of the word pattern in other priming tasks, such as cross-modal and
auditory-auditory immediate repetition priming, seem just as durable as
root priming effects (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2004a).
Experiment 2 also replicates two features of the priming responses for
the control conditions. Both the root orthographic control [þOrth2] and
the purely semantic condition [R þS] again show significant facilitatory
effects at the longest SOA (80 ms), but no significant effects at shorter
SOAs. The third control effect observed in Experiment 1, the significant
priming at SOA 32 for the word pattern orthographic control [þOrth1],
showed no signs of replication here, indicating that this is not a robust
finding. We now turn to a discussion of the overall results for the two
experiments.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
This study addressed two questions – whether morphological effects have a
different time course from form-based and meaning-based effects, and
whether functionally distinct morphemic entities have different effects
over time. To do this we focused on the processing of discontinuous
morphemes in Arabic deverbal nouns and verbs, using the incremental
masked priming paradigm in combination with lexical decision. The
combined results of the two experiments give a clear and consistent picture
of the dynamics of morphological effects in Arabic visual word
recognition. What are the implications of these results?

Are morphological effects separable from
orthographic and semantic effects?
Semitic languages such as Arabic already provide some of the strongest
evidence for separable morphological effects in psycholinguistic tasks. The
experiments here, contrasting morphological, orthographic, and semantic
relationships in the incremental masked priming task, reinforce this view.
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There are two aspects of the results that contribute to this conclusion.
These are the marked differences in the temporal patterning of the priming
effects attributable to different sources, and, second, the apparent
irrelevance of form-based and semantic factors to the presence or absence
of a priming effect between words in Arabic sharing a morpheme.
Words sharing a root morpheme show reliable priming across all four
SOAs, with little change from SOA 32 to SOA 80. This pattern of effects
cannot be due to a confound with semantic factors. First, priming is equally
strong regardless of whether primes and targets share a transparent (e.g.,
[ta…qiiqun]-[…aqiiqatun] investigation-truth) or an opaque semantic relationship (e.g., [miøtøafun]-[øaatøifatun] coat-sentiment), at all SOAs.
Second, significant priming effects for pairs that share a semantic
relationship [R þS] but no morphological relationship emerge only at
SOA 80, and are undetectable at earlier SOAs, for both experiments. This
is consistent with most earlier studies that have looked at semantic effects
in masked priming at short SOAs. Third, there is no correlation for either
root condition with degree of semantic relatedness.
Similar arguments hold for orthographic factors. Orthographically
related words in [þOrth2], sharing two or more consonants that do not
belong to the same root (e.g., [sula…faatun]-[silaa…un] turtle-weapon),
generate reliable priming only at the longest SOA (80 ms). Correlational
analyses for the two [þR] conditions together with [þOrth2], as well as
analyses of covariance with orthographic overlap as a co-variate,
consistently show no effects of orthographic factors on priming. The late
effect for [þOrth2] may itself not be a purely orthographic effect – in
scripts like English such effects are typically found at the shortest SOAs
(e.g., Rastle et al, 2000). Instead, it may reflect a late interaction between
the root consonants signalled in the target and the partial overlap with
these in the prime. However, this is an effect that itself requires further
research.
Turning to the word pattern results, with their distinctive transient
effects peaking at the middle SOAs, it is even clearer that these are
morphologically driven rather than reflecting semantic or orthographic
confounds. Where semantics is concerned, words sharing just a wordpattern are viewed by native speakers as being wholly semantically
unrelated (with the same low ratings as baseline unrelated prime-target
pairs in pre-tests of semantic relatedness). In terms of conventional views
of the conditions under which semantic priming occurs, there is simply no
basis for such effects in the [þWP] pairs. For orthography, there is
similarly very little basis for an effect based just on form overlap. Because
of the nature of Arabic script, with most vowels not written, and with the
surface phonetic content of word patterns being predominantly in the form
of vowels, direct orthographic overlap was very low in the [þWP]
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conditions, averaging 1.3 letters for targets 4 letters long. Even if an
orthographic priming effect could be generated on this minimal basis,
there would be no grounds for expecting it to show the same pattern over
SOAs as the [þWP] conditions – especially since neither the [þOrth1]
condition, nor the [þOrth2] condition, with twice as much overlap in terms
of letters, showed anything like this pattern.
More generally, orthographic effects in Semitic languages seem to be
difficult to obtain (Frost et al., 2001), while morphological effects are
robust and consistent even in cases of minimal form overlap (Boudelaa &
Marslen-Wilson, 2001) and of allomorphic variation (Boudelaa & MarslenWilson, 2004b). Indeed, in a recent study (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson,
2004a), we found evidence for morphological priming between Arabic
verbs with no orthographic overlap at all. These were prime-target pairs
sharing the same CV-Skeleton, or abstract consonant-vowel (CV)
sequence. The CV-Skeleton, viewed as a component of the word pattern,
is an abstract prosodic morpheme which specifies the overall phonological
structure of the surface word, as well as critical morpho-syntactic
properties, but does not specify the exact phonological or orthographic
identity of the consonants and vowels in the word (McCarthy, 1981, 1982).
The prime-target pair [fuuZi?a]-[Saaraka] be surprised-participate, for
example, share the reciprocal CV-Skeleton {CVVCVCV}, but have no
orthographic content in common. Such pairs, nonetheless, prime consistently across a variety of tasks, including masked priming at an SOA of 48
ms (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2004b).
Overall, these results demonstrate that morphological effects in Arabic
visual word-recognition and lexical access can be conclusively separated
from potential effects of form or meaning overlap. Priming for pairs
sharing roots and word-patterns is robust, occurs at short SOAs, and is
likely to reflect repeated access to the same underlying sub-lexical units in
prime and target. There is little evidence at all for consistent orthographic
priming, and semantic priming seems to reflect late effects, possibly based
on the spread of activation between separate lexical representations.

Why is morphology different from orthography
and semantics?
Morphology, orthography, and semantics are three distinct domains of
knowledge. Each of them provides a different and independent type of
information about lexical items, and exerts differential effects on the way
words are processed and organised in lexical space. Since the lexical system
seeks out patterns in the environment in order to acquire, store, and access
linguistic knowledge in an efficient way, it is the domain of knowledge that
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is most consistent and regular that will gain more weight in determining
the way the mental lexicon is organised. This will vary cross-linguistically
since speakers of different languages make differential choices of the way
they encode meaning. In Semitic languages the most consistent and
recurrent patterns are those provided by the morphological domain.
Consider for example the notion of causativity. In Indo-European
languages like English, causativity is encoded either lexically as in ‘teach’
cause to learn, or syntactically as in make someone happy, and occasionally
through derivational morphology as in ‘widen’ cause to become wide. By
contrast, in Semitic languages like Arabic, the idea of causativity is almost
exclusively encoded morphologically by using such word patterns as
{?aføala} or {faøøala} to create causative verbs like [?aølama] cause to
know, or [farra…a] cause to become happy. Now consider the following
Arabic forms: [kataba], [kaataba], [kitaabun], [maktabun], and [kaatibun]
and their respective English equivalents write, correspond, book, office,
author. The broad meaning of writing inherent in all the Arabic forms
above, is conveyed by the root {ktb}, which occurs in all the forms. The
same general meaning of writing or having to do with writing is also present
in the English translation. However, there is no clearly recurring element
across all the English forms. In other words, the Arabic linguistic
environment offers a generally more consistent relationship between the
form of a word and its meaning than its English counterpart; and the
crucial elements in this consistency are roots and word patterns. Every
time a causative meaning is encountered, the pattern {?aføala} or {faøøala}
is more likely than not to be present, and every time the meaning of writing
is encountered, the root {ktb} has a high probability of being present. Thus
as language learning progresses a coherent system evolving around roots
and word patterns emerges, and the extraction of these elements becomes
the primary task of the language processor.
However if Arabic, and indeed Semitic, morphology derives its weight
from the fact that it is the means of choice for expressing meaning, why is
there no difference between [þR þS] and [þR S]? What would the
justification be for parsing a complex form like [katiibatun] squadron when
its meaning is not the sum of its component morphemes? One suggestion is
that the search for regular patterns that the lexical system undertakes is
guided by consistency between form and meaning only at the outset. Later
on in development the system would be looking for and using consistency
wherever it can be found. The form commonality between [katiibatun],
squadron [maktabun] office, [kitaabun] book and [kataba] write would be
enough to build a morphological family around the root {ktb}. The endstate lexical processor in Semitic languages would thus be looking for
morphological structure provided by roots and word patterns regardless of
meaning.
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Why do roots and word patterns have differential
priming profiles?
This study demonstrates that the root morpheme has an earlier and more
long-lived effect than the word pattern in the masked priming task. The
earlier onset of root effects compared with word pattern effects may derive
at least in part from the consonantal nature of Arabic orthography, where
consonants but not vowels are fully specified. In other words, while the
visual event presents fully specified information about the consonantal
root, it presents only partial information about the word pattern. This
means that while accessing the meaning of an orthographically presented
root can be direct, the mapping of a visually presented word pattern onto
its morpho-syntactic meaning is indirect and may require mediation
through access to phonology. If this is correct, then it is phonological
mediation that results in word pattern priming kicking in after root
priming. Another factor underlying the differential priming onsets of word
patterns and roots may be simply the nature of information conveyed by
the two units. In particular, the meaning conveyed by the root is arguably
more constraining than that conveyed by the word pattern. Surface forms
sharing a root make up a more coherent morphological family than those
sharing a word pattern, and this may also facilitate access (for evidence on
morphological family size effects in Semitic languages, see Moscoso del
Prado Martı́n, Bertram, Schreuder, & Baayen, in press). The emergence of
root effects prior to word pattern effects is perhaps paralleled by Hebrew
developmental data showing that the ability to identify and manipulate
root morphemes (in offline tasks) is present even in 3- to 4-year-olds, while
word pattern identification and manipulation takes place only after the
child is 10 years old or more (Ravid & Malenky, 2001).
What is less straightforward to account for is why roots and word
patterns have differential priming offsets. If priming by these two units is
subserved by the same underlying mechanism, namely by access to a
common morpheme in prime and target, why does word pattern priming
have transient effects in this task, whereas in other priming tasks such as
cross-modal and auditory-auditory priming, it has effects that seem as
long-lasting as those of roots?
The transient effects may reflect the timing with which word pattern
information is used in the dynamic processes of early visual word
recognition and lexical access. At SOA 32, as sketched above, word
pattern information about the prime may not yet be available to influence
processing of the target. Twenty milliseconds later, at around SOA 48,
prime word pattern information is available and interacts strongly with
word pattern extraction processes in the analysis of the target. This
window seems quite narrow, however, since by SOA 80 there is no longer
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any priming effect. This may reflect the genuine transience of word pattern
activation for briefly exposed masked primes, or it may reflect transfer of
information about word patterns to levels of the system that are not
engaged by masked priming. An important issue for further research is to
begin to probe the basis of these timing differences—whether they reflect
differences in activation rate for different morpheme-types, for example,
or whether they reflect specific properties of lexical architecture.

Theoretical implications
While previous investigations of Semitic languages (Boudelaa & MarslenWilson, 2001, 2004b; Frost et al., 1997) have established the importance of
morphology in processing and representation, the current findings
constitute a substantial step forward in understanding not only the
dynamic unfolding of morphological, orthographic, and semantic effects
over time, but also the more fine-grained unfolding of word pattern and
root effects. Morphological effects, including root and word pattern
effects, take precedence over orthographic and semantic effects, because
morphological structure offers a more salient and consistent domain of
analysis and processing in lexical access.
At this point, there are two possible directions one can take. The first is
the class of dual route models such as the one put forward by Frost and his
colleagues (Frost et al., 1997, 1998, 2000) for Hebrew. On this account,
lexical units (words) and sub-lexical units (morphemes) are both
represented, and processing of printed stimuli consists of a lexical retrieval
process in which lexical units are located at the word level, and a
morphological parsing process in which morphemic units are extracted and
located at the sub-lexical level. The difference between word pattern
priming in Hebrew verbs and nouns, where significant facilitation was
observed for the former but not the latter is captured by allowing verb
word patterns to be represented at the sub-lexical level and the lexical
level, while the nominal word pattern is represented only at the lexical
level (Deutsch et al., 1998; Frost et al., 1997). An Arabic version of such a
model would thus need to feature deverbal noun word patterns, verb word
patterns and roots, since they all prime successfully in this language. With
this done, we can proceed to assess how such an architecture may
accommodate the differential morphological, orthographic, and semantic
effects on the one hand, and the differential effects of roots and word
patterns on the other.
The earlier onset of morphological priming compared with orthographic
and semantic effects can be modelled by assuming that the parsing route
and the full form access route run in parallel and the fastest route wins the
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race. The time required to recognise a word via either route would be a
stochastic variable with some overlap in the temporal distribution of the
two routes. Thus under some circumstances both routes have a chance of
winning. However, since most Arabic words are clearly made up of an
identifiable root and an identifiable word pattern, the parsing route will
often win the race and produce a successful parse as evidenced by the
earliness and durability of root priming. Orthographic and semantic
effects, may emerge at longer SOAs because the direct access route will
have had enough time to deliver an output. As regards the differential
onset of word pattern and root priming, it may be argued to derive, as
mentioned above, from the consonantal nature of Arabic orthography
which provides full information about roots but partial information at best
about word patterns. An orthographically presented word pattern may
need to be mapped onto a phonological representation before its morphosyntactic interpretation can be contacted. This is not the case for the root,
which can in principle be directly accessed from print without need for
phonological mediation, hence its earlier priming effects. Finally, with
respect to the different offsets of word pattern and root priming, one
possibility is to model these in terms of differential decay functions.
The alternative direction to this dual route approach is to look at
connectionist models (Plaut & Gonnerman, 2000; Rueckl et al., 1997;
Rueckl & Raveh, 1999). On this account, morphological effects derive
from the learned sensitivity of the language processor to the systematic
relationships among the surface forms of words and their meanings, just as
phonological representations themselves may derive from learned relationships among acoustic, semantic, and articulatory information (Plaut &
Kello, 1998). Recently, Plaut and Gonnerman (2000) carried out a
simulation in which a set of morphologically related words varying in
semantic transparency were embedded either in a morphologically rich
language (intended to simulate Hebrew), or a morphologically impoverished language (intended to simulate English). The network showed more
priming as a function of semantic transparency in both languages, which is
inconsistent with a number of masked priming experiments in Hebrew and
Arabic where no difference in magnitude of priming between [þR þS] and
[þR S]-type pairs was found (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2000, 2004a,
2004b; Frost et al., 1997). Furthermore, the network extended priming to
the semantically opaque words (i.e., [þR S]) only in the morphologically
rich language. This, however, seems inconsistent with recent masked
priming data showing equivalent priming among semantically transparent
(e.g., driver/DRIVE) and semantically opaque forms (e.g., corner/CORN)
in morphologically less rich languages such as English (Feldman &
Soltano, 1999; Rastle et al., 2000), and French (Longtin, Segui, & Halle,
2003). Another challenge, although outside the scope of the Plaut and
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Gonnerman network, would be to explain how cross-modal priming, with
overt, auditorily presented primes, shows equivalent priming between
morphologically related words regardless of semantics in Semitic
languages (e.g., Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2000), but not in IndoEuropean languages (e.g., Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994).
The empirical weaknesses of the Plaut & Gonnerman’s (2000) network
do not, of course, entail the failure of the entire distributed connectionist
approach. Networks trained on a more naturalistic input, and embodying
more realistic assumptions about the impact of morphological factors on
lexical organisation and lexical processing, may well show results more
consistent with what natural language users do. Such a system should treat
Arabic and English differently because regularities in the two types of
languages lie in different places, as well as reflecting further differences in
the functional and distributional properties of Arabic word pattern and
root morphemes.

Conclusion
The present work presents new information on how the dynamics of the
language processor are influenced by morphology, orthography, and
semantics. Across languages, these three domains of knowledge have
different impacts on the way visual input is mapped onto internal
representations of lexical forms. The existing models of language
processing and representation are mainly guided by what we know about
Indo-European languages, and in particular English. If we are to build a
viable theory of language processing that captures the universal properties
of language without failing to acknowledge the idiosyncratic characteristics
of different languages, we need to sample typologically different
languages. The present study is a step in this direction.
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Appendix 1
Test items used in Experiment 1. For every item, the Arabic script, an IPA transcription and
an English gloss are given.
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Appendix 2
Test items used in Experiment 2. For every item, the Arabic script, an IPA transcription and
an English gloss are given.
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